
GESHA VILLAGE
2019 RESERVE LOT OFFERING

COUNTRY

NEAREST TOWN

ELEVATION

VARIETIES

PROCESSING

HARVEST SEASON

ETHIOPIA

GESHA

1,900-2,100 MASL

HEIRLOOM SELECTION, GESHA 1931

WASHED

NOVEMBER 2018 - JANUARY 2019

Each year, the start of the holiday season is made all the more exciting, here at Passenger, by the release of a few 
perennial favorites. It is during this time of year that some of the most exceptional coffees we have the privilege 
of roasting are pulled from deep-freeze storage to grace our offering menu. Among the treasures, we are fortu-
nate to release a Wet and a Dry Process lot from arguably two of the most famous farms in all of coffee: Hacien-
da La Esmeralda and Gesha Village. Both farms being renowned for their distinctly different takes on and claims 
to the Gesha Variety, the coffees produced at these two locales are exceedingly delicious.

Though we release our Gesha Village lots in November of each year, the annual tradition begins much earlier. On 
January 22nd, 2019 our green buying team selected what were destined to become our 2019 Gesha Village 
offerings while visiting Rachel Samuel and Adam Overton at their office in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. The selected 
lots have been held in deep freeze storage in their green (raw, unroasted) state since arriving in the States earlier 
this year.

Three varieties are grown on Gesha Village: two heirloom Gesha varieties and one disease-resistant variety 
acquired from the Jimma Agricultural Research Center. The two heirloom varieties were selected from the 
nearby (20km away) Gori Gesha forest, which through genetic testing has been determined to be the collection 
site for the famous 1931 expedition that resulted in the now much celebrated Panamanian Gesha variety.

Since 2016 our favorite Gesha Village lots have come from the heirloom variety that Rachel and Adam refer to 
as Gesha 1931. This variety is very similar in morphology and cup characteristics to the famed Panamanian 
Gesha that was discovered on and made famous by Hacienda La Esmeralda in Boquete, Panama.

IN THE CUP

Honeysuckle and floral hops on the nose introduce an elegant, immaculately clean cup 
with watermelon-like sweetness, mild strawberry acidity, and delicate cocoa on the 
finish. As with all of our favorite harvests from Gesha Village, this selection offers an 
incredibly pristine representation of time and place.

THE TAKEAWAY

PASSENGER COFFEE
131 N PLUM ST. LANCASTER, PA 17602 PASSENGERCOFFEE.COM

Year after year our green buying team is drawn to the complex floral and fruit character 
produced by the 1931 Gesha variety on Gesha Village in southwestern Ethiopia. The 
unique plant genetics combined with meticulous processing and excellent growing 
conditions make for one of the most delightful coffees we experience each year.


